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Publishable summary
RECIPROCITY will create a replication ecosystem of more than 20 cities and municipalities that vary in size,
requirements, and level of mobility advancement. These cities will then be engaged in support activities to
accelerate the replication and scaling up of the outcomes of demonstration and pilot mobility projects. These
activities include matchmaking, capacity-building, training, finance, and legal support, as well as knowledge
sharing and exchange.

The first work package, IDENTIFY, focused on collection of information on mobility needs, requirements, and
existing innovative mobility solutions. In that context, identification and consultation of relevant stakeholders and
citizen groups and conduct a thorough mapping of best practices was a key point during this work package.
Work on the T1.3 took place in the middle of the dissemination of WP1 and aimed at doing the link between the
first tasks and the last tasks of this WP, i.e. building the foundation for all subsequent activities.
To consolidate the findings from the previous two tasks, we organized regional mobility workshops (convergent
thinking) to jointly define the challenges to be solved within the RECIPROCITY replication ecosystem. Workshop
participants represented key mobility stakeholders and citizens from each local ecosystem to ensure a balanced
approach. After the workshops, mobility task forces were built to facilitate communication, collaboration and
collective thinking across sectors, departments and the community throughout the project, thereby creating
ownership, breaking current silos, fostering citizen engagement and establishing interdisciplinary collaboration.
In this report, we will first examine the methodology used to create the plan and schedule of how to engage and
connect mobility stakeholders through mobility workshops to get use cases and best/worst practices. In a
second part, we will examine and discuss the results obtained during these workshops. Finally, we will examine
and discuss the impact of these workshops carried out by each partner.
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List of abbreviations
RCP: Reciprocity
EC: European Commission
MMW: Master Mobility Workshop
LMW: Local Mobility Workshop
MTF: Mobility Task Force
RRDW: Roadmap Replication Workshop
WP: Work package
T: Task
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1. Introduction
RECIPROCITY will create a replication ecosystem of more than 20 cities and municipalities that vary in size,
requirements, and level of mobility advancement. These cities will then be engaged in support activities to
accelerate the replication and scaling up of the outcomes of demonstration and pilot mobility projects. These
activities include matchmaking, capacity-building, training, finance, and legal support, as well as knowledge
sharing and exchange.

The first work package, IDENTIFY, focused on collection of information on mobility needs, requirements and
existing innovative mobility solutions. In that context, identification and consultation of relevant stakeholders and
citizen groups and conduct a thorough mapping of best practices was a key point during this work package.
Work on the T1.3 took place in the middle of the dissemination of WP1 and aimed at doing the link between the
first tasks and the last tasks of this WP, i.e. building the foundation for all subsequent activities.
To consolidate the findings from the previous two tasks, we organized regional mobility workshops (convergent
thinking) to jointly define the challenges to be solved within the RECIPROCITY replication ecosystem. Workshop
participants represented key mobility stakeholders and citizens from each local ecosystem to ensure a balanced
approach. After the workshops, mobility task forces were built to facilitate communication, collaboration and
collective thinking across sectors, departments and the community throughout the project, thereby creating
ownership, breaking current silos, fostering citizen engagement and establishing interdisciplinary collaboration.
In this report, we will first examine the methodology used to create the plan and schedule of how to engage and
connect mobility stakeholders through mobility workshops to get use cases and best/worst practices. In a
second part, we will examine and discuss the results obtained during these workshops. Finally, we will examine
and discuss the impact of these workshops carried out by each partner.
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2. Methodology
Four goals were assigned to the local mobility workshops:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Definition of the challenges to be solved within the project
Definition of Strategic mobility goals
Building of Mobility Task forces (4-5 most important & impactful Stakeholder)
Providing input for T1.5, especially for the organisation of the replication roadmap workshops.

In agreement with all the partners and to answer the second point, it was decided to organize two types of
workshops :
1. A Master Mobility Workshop (MMW), which was held on June 10th. The Master Mobility Workshop was
built as a kick-off event for RECIPROCITY. It also aimed at informing all potential RECIPROCITY
stakeholders about the project and to get an indication of their needs and requirements.
2. Local Mobility Workshops (LMW), which were organized by local partners and aimed at defining local
challenges to be solved within the project and to build the local Mobility Task Forces (MTF).

Figure 1: Workshop Series Framework
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2.1.1. MASTER MOBILITY WORSKHOP
The Master Mobility Workshop took place on June 10th. NextMove took the lead on organizing this workshop,
with the support of the RECIPROCITY consortium.
The first point to resolve was to precisely define the objectives for the event. In order to do so, a project team
was created. It was made up of:







NextMove, as leader
BIZUP
R-TECH
Greenovate!
Dowel
OKAN

As some challenges regarding the implication of cities from countries not represented by a project partner arised
during the preparation of the event, ERRIN later joined the project team.
It was decided to assign these secondary objectives to the Master Mobility Workshop:
1. Using the event as a “teaser” for the local mobility workshop
2. Making stakeholders understand the interest of RECIPROCITY
3. Making stakeholders want to involve themselves in RECIPROCITY
KPI were assigned to the event:



100 participants, i.e. 10 participants/partner
10 cities attending the event

As it was a kick-off event, we made the choice not to assign any target in terms of use-cases identified or
projects detected as it was more an objective for the Local Mobility Workshops rather than the Master Mobility
Workshop. Moreover, it would have been too much to ask during a 2-hours event, especially as participants
might not have been familiar with the RECIPROCITY project when registering.
Once the objectives were precisely defined, some time was spent in order to define the plan to meet them. As
the event took place during the COVID time, organizing a physical event was out of question, because of some
obvious public health concerns. At the same time, digital events involve a specific organization and planning
which would add some limitations to the chosen plan.
Objective to answer

Risk/Limitation

Using the event as a “teaser” for the local
mobility workshops

Content was shared in English, meaning that
some local stakeholders may not be able to
attend a full event in English while still being
interested in taking part in RECIPROCITY
Content was shared among stakeholders from
different countries/background, meaning that it
had to be specific enough to interest them

This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020
research and innovation programme under grant agreement N°101006576
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without being to specific in order not to make
anyone feel excluded

Making stakeholders understand
interest of RECIPROCITY

Making stakeholders want
themselves in RECIPROCITY

to

the

The Master Mobility Workshop was the public
kick-off event of the project, meaning that no
concrete results could be shared during the
event, meaning that the interest of the project
could be seen as too much theoretical for
stakeholders

involve

That objective depended on the previous one
– we needed to make sure that stakeholders
understood the interest of RECIPROCITY in
order to want to involve themselves

Table 1: Objectives assigned to the MMW
After reviewing potential risks and limitations (see above), it was decided to divide the event in two parts: a first
part focusing on sharing content with the participants and the second part focusing on listening and discussing
with participants during facilitated workshops.
It was decided to target all the categories of stakeholders concerned by RECIPROCITY: cities, SME, start-ups,
local agencies, big companies, architects….

Figure 2: Categories of stakeholder invited to the Master Mobility Workshop
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Figure 3: Final categories of participants to the Master Mobility Workshop (countries & categories)
After reviewing ideas from all the project team, it was decided to focus on the topics of innovation, smart cities,
and Europe. That subject was seen as broad enough to interest all the potential participants but also specific
enough to interest them.
To answer these topics, it was decided to divide the first part in two parts:


A presentation of RECIPROCITY, including the first results obtained in the T1.2 & T1.4



A keynote speech to open the discussion and broaden the horizons of the participants beyond the
RECIPROCITY project. Two potential speakers were discussed: Judith O’Meara from the EIT Kic Urban
Mobility and Dr Hermann Meyer from Continental. As the EIT Kic Urban Mobility acts to accelerate
positive change on mobility to make urban spaces more liveable, it was seen as more relevant for the
RECIPROCITY project, so it was finally decided to ask Judith O’Meara to give the keynote speech (see
annex 1.1)

The second part focused on having groups of stakeholders exchanging on their needs and requirements and
their challenges regarding smart and urban mobility. How the groups of stakeholders should be divided was a
key point of the discussions.
Type of division

Risk/Limitation

Dividing stakeholders by countries

The Master Mobility Workshop’s format was
defined as different from the Local Mobility
Workshops´s format. Dividing stakeholders by
countries would have been too redundant
because it was already the format of the Local
Mobility Workshop.

This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020
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Dividing stakeholders by subject of interest

It would have been too limiting and would not
have make so much sense, as one of the key
objective of RECIPROCITY is to create spaces
where people can Exchange Good practices
and learn about each other’s lessons. That
objective is broader than just making
participants learn more about a specific topic.

Dividing randomly stakeholders

It would not have make so much sense either:
every type of stakeholders has different
interests and it was seen as too difficult to
manage a 45-minute panel with stakeholders
from different type of structures.

Table 2: Types of divisions
It was finally decided to divide stakeholders by categories, without considering their country of origin. All the
panels were moderated by a partner who had a specific qualification to address the specific needs of the
category of the group.
Group

Category
1 Company
2
3
4
5

Company
Company
Company
Company

6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

Company
Company
Cluster
Cluster
City
City
City
City

14 University
15 University/Academics
EU Networks / Clusters /
16 Non profit Organization
Policy Maker / EU
17 Institution
Local Authority /
18 Development Agency

Project Partner
Wolfgang Kurz (BIZUP)
Doris Straub/Wolfgang
Traumüller (BIZUP)
Florent Anon (NextMove)
Giulia Mainfrini (NextMove)
Geoffroy Martin (NextMove)
Lisa Djida/support Damaris Levi
Miller (NextMove)
Karel Baudyš (RDAP)
Michael Strobel (RTECH)
Roxane Wagner (RTECH)
Gaia Marotta (ERRIN)
Lucie Tristant (NextMove)
Francisco Vigalondo (IAF)
Ryan Titley (ERRIN)
Semih Bilgen/Selim Dündar
(OKAN)
Orhan Alankuş/Deniz Ozer
(OKAN)
Joaquin Crespo (IAF)
Karine Laffont-Eloire / Dowel
(Dulce Neto)
Annet Ruznanov (ERRIN)

Figure 4: Organization of the breakout sessions

For the breakout sessions, different tools were used to foster discussion and collaboration. As quantitative data
was collected during T.1.2 using the online survey, the focus has been made on getting qualitative data.
ConceptBoard was the interactive tool chosen to achieve this goal. Each group had its own ConceptBoard, with
the questions attached. Every partner was responsible for proposing a synthesis of its working group to create
a full synthesis of the needs and requirements for smart mobility and the challenges encountered by every
category of stakeholders.

This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020
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Figure 5: Example of ConceptBoard (Company Group)

Figure 6: Example of ConceptBoard (University Group)

The goal was to learn more about stakeholders’ needs and requirements and their challenges regarding smart
mobility. Some options were discussed to define the questions asked to them during the interactive sessions:
should there be questions about financial needs, knowledge of different public funding options, knowledge of
private/public actors…It was finally decided to focus on the interactive aspect of the sessions, rather than on
getting specific information that could be obtained during the local mobility workshops.
In the end, three questions were asked to stakeholders during the interactive sessions: their definition of smart
mobility, their needs and requirements and the challenges faced. The results of the Master Mobility Workshop
will be discussed in the second part of the report.

2.1.2. LOCAL MOBILITY WORKSHOPS
For the Local Mobility Workshops, every partner was made responsible for the organization of the workshops.
To have all the results needed for the T1.5, NextMove invited all partners to have their workshops between
June & July 2021, with a possibility to have them in August & September if specific issues justified that decision.
As the public health varied from country to country, every partner could choose the best format (physical or
digital) when organizing their workshop. Every workshop was held in the mother tongue of the participants.
Four goals were assigned to the local mobility workshops:
1. Definition of the local challenges to be solved within the project
2. Definition of Strategic mobility goals

This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020
research and innovation programme under grant agreement N°101006576
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3. Building of Mobility Task force (4-5 most important & impactful Stakeholder)
4. Providing input for T.1.5, especially for the organisation of the replication roadmap workshops.
KPI were assigned to the workshop:





15 participants/workshop
5 participants joining the Mobility Task Force
2 projects detected
2 use-cases identified

The highest priority given to partners was to make sure that they identified projects and could leave their
workshops with some use-cases to work with.
The first issue to solve was to build a format that could be:




Adapted by every partner according to their knowledge of their stakeholders’ needs and requirements
and to local matters.
Open to address all the categories of stakeholders
Precise enough for stakeholders to be interested in attending

In addition to that, it was imposed that the subject of the Local Mobility Workshop should be derived from the
Master Mobility Workshop’s results. It was also made compulsory to have some common parts in every Local
Mobility Workshop:





Presentation of the project
Presentation of the results of the Master Mobility Workshop
Presentation of the results of the interviews (T1.2) and of the online survey (T1.2) in the local area and
in comparison, to all interviews done
Next steps

The goal was to make sure that every participant to a Local Mobility Workshop was given the same amount of
information, without any regard to its country or the category they belong to.
Considering all these elements, it was suggested to partners to use this format:






An opening (30 minutes) including: an introduction round via Mentimeter, a presentation of the
workshop, a presentation of RECIPROCITY (context, outcomes…), a short overview about the results
and the outcomes of the Master Mobility Workshop and a presentation of the results of the interviews
in the local area & in comparison to all interviews done
A first part including at least a speech from a local stakeholder on a specific topic
A second part encouraging the interaction and the discussion between stakeholders and focusing on
the challenges faced in the area
A conclusion, including a short overview of the next steps of the project

That format seemed the best way to achieve the goals of the Local Mobility Workshop while giving enough room
to partners to adapt it to their local needs and to local matters if they felt the need to do so.
As T1.3 leader, NextMove’s first role was to support partners in the organization of their workshops. Meetings
were organized on a regular basis (once a week) to inform all partners about the format of the workshop, discuss
their ideas and deal with their local needs. During these meetings, the shared expectations from the Local
Mobility Workshops and the building of the Mobility Task Force were discussed. NextMove provided the basis

This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020
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for discussion: suggested agenda, suggested speakers, potential questions to ask to stakeholders but all these
points were discussed. By doing so, we expected to get as much input as possible and we wanted to make sure
that every local mobility workshop was tailored to meet local needs and to attract as many stakeholders from
different countries as possible. Moreover, a “toolbox” – email templates, suggested agenda was made available
for partners on Next Cloud.
Objective

Part of the LMW answering this objective

Definition of the local challenges to be
solved within the project

Interactive sessions all participants were put
into rooms (virtual interactive rooms or real
rooms) and asked about their needs and
requirements – every partner was free to use
the tool that suited them the most

Definition of Strategic mobility goals

Building of Mobility Task force (4-5 most
important & impactful Stakeholder)
.

Every partner was made aware of the need to
identify stakeholders that could be relevant for
the Mobility Task Force before the Local
Mobility Workshop and to invite them to the
workshop
Every partner was asked to say a few words
about the building of the Mobility Task Force in
their workshop and to process any potential
registration

Providing input for T1.5, especially for the
organisation of the replication roadmap
workshops

The format of the Local Mobility Workshop was
thought in relation to the T.1.5. BIZUP, T.1.5
leader, was part of the project team and could
ask for everything that would be needed during
T1.5 – identification of use-cases, potential
input

Table 3: Objectives assigned to the Local Mobility Workshop & discussion of the format

NextMove’s second role was to share information obtained in every local mobility workshop with all partners,
and especially BIZUP as T.1.5 leader.
The first issue was to get the results in a timeframe suitable for all partners. To meet this goal, every partner
was provided with the template for administrative reporting before their workshop and asked to turn it in M6, to
have at least two months to synthetize and to review the results. After discussions with partners, it turned out
that it may not be sufficient to answer their needs, especially as some partners wanted to organize their first
meetings with their Mobility Task Forces before the holidays and have some take-aways from the Local Mobility
Workshops to share with them. An online survey was then sent to partners, in order to get additional information
from their workshops: categories of participants, topics tackled, specific issues and challenges…Two synthesis
were done by NextMove : a synthesis of the results of the Local Mobility Workshops and a synthesis of the

This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020
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results of the Local Mobility Workshops in relation to the results of the interviews. All the synthesis were
presented to partners during meetings and made available to them on NextCloud.
Information asked for the administrative
report (June 2021)

Information asked for the additional report
(July 2021)

Workshop agenda

Topics tackled during the meeting (not
limited to the agenda)

Name of external speakers
Stakeholders’ challenges – discussed or
identified by partners
Other points that needed to be taken into
account by RECIPROCITY
Name of external participants

Category of participants

Number of participants who attended the
Master Mobility Workshop

Status of the Mobility Task Force: built,
partially built, building not started

Number of participants involved in the
Mobility Task Force
Number of projects detected

Description of projects and use-cases

Number of use-cases identified

Name of project holders if relevant

Table 4: Methodology of the different reports asked to partners
So, the two reports served different uses. The first report was an administrative report and was meant to make
sure that the KPI assigned to the Local Mobility Workshops were met. The second report was meant to extract
some qualitative results and the main takeaways from the workshops. We will discuss the results in the second
part of the report.

Figure 7: Example of a presentation of the results of the Local Mobility
Workshops
This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020
research and innovation programme under grant agreement N°101006576
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3. Results
3.1.1. ADMINISTRATIVE RESULTS
By the middle of September 2021, every partner had organized their Local Mobility Workshop.
Name of partner

Date
of
Local
Mobility Workshop

Type & Location if
relevant

Participants/Audience
reached

R-TECH

June, 1st

Online

30

June, 10th

Online

184

ERRIN

June, 15th

Online

64

NextMove/Dowell

June, 17th

Online

30

RDA Pilsen

June, 17th

Online

20

HURC

June, 22th

Online

15

IAF

June, 30th

Zaragoza

36

OKAN

June, 30th

Online

22

BIZUP

July, 1st

Online

17

ZONE

September, 24h

Hybrid (Online
Budapest)

Every
(NextMove)

partner

+

9

Table 5: List of Local Mobility Workshops
All in all, 243 different stakeholders attended the Local Mobility Workshops. If we include the stakeholders
attending the Master Mobility Workshop, 424 stakeholders attended the various RECIPROCITY workshops
during the first semester.
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Figure 8: Representation of the weight of every category
of stakeholders among the participants of the Local
Mobility Workshop

As the consortium agreed that every partner should bring at least 10 stakeholders to their workshop, we can
say that this KPI was reached. One partner, Zone, had less than 10 stakeholders at their workshop, but it is
offset by the fact that all of the partners, except Zone, had more than 10 stakeholders at their workshop. As of
September 2021, every partner has started to build their MTF, with at least 5 stakeholders in them, so we can
presume that the animation of the local Mobility workshop was sufficient for stakeholders to get involved in the
Project.
20 use-cases were identified during the Local Mobility Workshops, more than 2 per partner. We can conclude
that this KPI was also reached.
It is rather difficult to evaluate the results regarding the involvement of stakeholders in the project, as the T1.3
is supposed to end in the end of September but the project is supposed to last for 36 months. At that point, we
can say that :



Every partner has started to built their Mobility Task Force, with meetings organized at most before
October, 15th, in order to be ready for the T1.5 activities;
Every partner has identified more than 2 use-cases, meaning that every MTF will have something to
work with for the T1.5 activities

From an administrative point of view, we can say that the organisation of the Local Mobility Workshops reached
the objectives agreed on by the consortium.
We can emphasize that as of September and due to RECIPROCITY activities (MMW, LMWs, building MTFs)
much more use-cases were identified (up to now in total 39). It is a good sign that the actions taken by the
partners led to building an fruitful ecosystem and fostered networking between the stakeholder categories.
In a second part, we will examine the main takeaways of these workshops.

3.1.2. MAIN TAKAWAYS OF THE WORKSHOPS
In the figure below, we can see that all of the categories of the project were represented during the workshops,
with an overrepresentation of the cities and academics, which made sense, regarding the main objective of the
RECIPROCITY project.
The topics tackled can be divided into four (4) categories:

This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020
research and innovation programme under grant agreement N°101006576
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TOPICS TACKLED

EXPLANATION/COMMENTS

LINK WITH OTHER WORK
PACKAGES

Project introduction – what is

WP1 + WP5

expected from RECIPROCITY,
what can be expected, what are
the needs and requirements

Smart mobility needs and
requirements

Smart mobility solutions

WP2 + WP5

1. Structural

problems

WP1 – T.1.5

(including legal and
finances problems)

WP3

2. Existing solutions that
need to be better

WP2

leveraged

to

market

and shared
3. Lack of usability and
lack of infrastructures

Other topics tackled

Multimodal

applications

–

including importance for rural
areas

WP2
(including
Missions)

Mobility

WP4
Last-mile transport
Electrification of public transport
+ use of clean hydrogen
Mobility as a service (MaaS)
Development
cities

of

mobility

in

Table 6: List of topics tackled by stakeholders during Local Mobility Workshops
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As we can see in the table above, a great variety of topics were tackled during the local mobility workshops.
Some of them will be the basis for the work during the WP2 and the WP4, which focuses on the training and
the exchanges of best practices.
For the more specific topics, including the ones about the needs when replicating a project, they will be reviewed
in the WP3, which focuses more on the legal and financial framework needed when replicating a project.
If we go closer to the needs and requirements, the subjects can be divided as below:
National and cross-border cooperation

How to implement solutions at a supra-regional
level & national level
Cooperation
stakeholders

between

different

types

of

Support from local authorities on specific issues
(parking, emission-taxing, e-commerce….)
How to learn more about existing solutions & other
stakeholders’ issues, including climate targets
Learning more about what do not work (learning
strategies)
How to create awareness about new service

Urban Mobility

Public/private

partnerships

in

order

to

implement smart urban mobility solutions (multimodal applications, city centres parking)
Micro-mobility : sea transport, boosting of the use
of bicycles/electric scooters
Combined mobility & public/private partnerships
to achieve that goal
Use

of

data:

service

management,

public

transport, public/private partnerships
Electrification: decarbonisation of vehicles, clean
hydrogen, integration of recharging structures for
electric vehicles
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Goods mobility

Public/private partnerships
Decarbonisation

of

goods

mobility:

what

infrastructure is necessary, what are the cleanest
way to deal with the growth of e-commerce, what
route is most suitable
How to use data for service management

Table 7: Needs and requirements expressed by stakeholders during the workshops when dealing with Smart
Mobility projects
As presented above, we have a pretty long list of needs and requirements expressed by stakeholders during
the workshops. The list will be the basis for following activities of the project, including the T1.5 work and the
WP2 work. It was shared with relevant partners. We believe that we should not cut out this list before the
replication workshops (T1.5) but should think of every issue and try to answer it. But obviously, the goal is to
reduce this list to a minimum of items when working forward in the project. We also believe that the prioritisation
of challenges to be locally solved should be one of the first objectives of the MTF.
During the workshops a certain number of use-cases were identified by partners, as seen below:
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Figure 9: Extract of use-cases identified during the workshops
The use-cases identified, added to the use-cases identified during the interviews, will be the basis for the T1.5
work and were used in order to finalize the impact model assessment. They address different fields of work and
we can assume that this variety of topics tackled will create an exhaustive replication roadmap.

3.1.3. CONCLUSION & PLANNED SCHEDULE
As discussed in the introduction, the T1.3 work is only a step to navigate the following activities of the project,
and not an end in itself.
First and foremost, the results will be the basis for the launching of the Mobility Task Forces. In order to be
ready for the T.1.5 activities, we asked partners to have their first meetings before October 15th as to make sure
that the Mobility Task Forces will be a part of the replication workshops’ organization, especially when prioritizing
the local challenges that need to be solved. We also asked partners to schedule a second meeting after the
replication workshops, in order to have their word in the WP2 activities.
Regarding the T1.5, with the results of the workshops, we can answer the following questions and be sure that
we have the input needed in order to move forward with the replication workshops:


What are the most appropriate (smart mobility) solutions / needs for our stakeholders carried out by the
MMW/LMWs/interviews

for

which

category

(urban,

peri-urban,

rural)?

Information on participants& regarding needs and the most appropriate solutions should be available to
participants before the workshop and allow them to enter into workshop with a clearer idea of the most
important needs.


Which regions / cities / municipalities have the strongest similarities? What would be the right scope /
segment to be considered?
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What is the framework for each solutions (smart mobility project)?

As per the grant agreement, two of the use-cases collected were used to finalize the impact model assessment
– we will detail these points in the T1.4 deliverable.
We also except that the use-cases collected to be used in the WP4 activities, especially the use-cases with the
highest level of maturity, for every participant to get the whole picture of the project and take inspiration in what
is already done within Europe regarding mobility, especially urban mobility.
It is always difficult to have a definitive say on the impact of a project such early into the project. As of now, we
can only say that we reached the objectives the consortium set for the project’s work and that we can see some
of the first results of this work, especially when considering the building of the Mobility Task Forces. At the same
time, we can only have a final say on the impact of the T1.3 once the WP1 is fully wrapped.
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RECIPROCITY (Replication of innovative concepts for peri-urban, rural or inner-city mobility),
coordinated by R-Tech Regensburg (Germany), involves 10 partners including clusters, regional development
agencies, innovation accelerators and universities. The project started in February 2021 and will run for 32
months.

COORDINATOR

RECIPROCITY_EU

Uwe Pfeil
uwe.pfeil@techbase.de
RECIPROCITY project

COMMUNICATIONS
Martin Stroleny

https://reciprocity-project.eu/

m.stroleny@greenovate-europe.eu

The RECIPROCITY project has received funding from the
European Union’s Horizon 2020 research and innovation
programme under grant agreement N°101006576
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